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the woodwork on steinway's pianos is comparable in quality to that of steinway's fine arch-top piano models. more than 90 percent of the wood used for construction is maple and spruce. these wood species possess excellent dimensional stability, sound quality, and natural tonal characteristics. although steinway & sons is the foremost american producer of grand piano, it is not alone in producing fine, widely admired pianos. in fact,
there are a number of european manufacturers that make excellent grand pianos, and they may be found in the united states. a steinway piano in good condition can typically be expected to last for many, many years. it is a truly beautiful instrument in which to play. steinway pianos require daily maintenance in order to remain in pristine condition. once in a while, you may need to clean your piano. this may be accomplished through
a good old-fashioned cleaning with warm soapy water. the general rule of thumb is to clean the keys and hammers with a soft, soapy cloth; the strings with a strong solvent; the soundboard with a soft, white cotton cloth; and the plate and the action with a cotton cloth. the easiest way to clean the keys is to be sure that the keys are dry and then to use a soft, soapy cloth to push the keys down. if you are cleaning the hammers, note
that each one is a little different and has its own quirks. be careful not to damage the hammers when cleaning them. it is best to start at the edge of the hammers and work your way in. since vintage instruments are built to be played and loved, you must keep in mind that sometimes they may need a little work to bring them up to your current standards. once you have upgraded your instrument to your liking, a steinway technician

can be called to complete the necessary repairs. if you notice that the tone of your piano has been affected in any way, it is best to consult a piano technician.
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the steinway digital piano & synthesizer is designed to be a complete instrument, and has all the typical features
you'd expect in a modern digital piano, plus so much more. among the highlights are: 24-bit/192khz sampling rate

24-voice polyphony dual simultaneous stereo output, with separate headphone outs dual midi output, with d-
control (6.3mm pitch wheel) silent playing mode true tempo-synchronized performance fully-integrated controls

advanced electronics, including on-board eq and compressor pricing and availability: eur 999 (us$ 1,400) if you're
thinking about getting a new piano or synthesizer, but are a little weary of the typical keyboard, maybe a digital

piano is right for you. piano is the best-selling brand of digital pianos in the world, and is the most popular brand of
keyboards sold worldwide. the main differentiator between a digital piano and a keyboard is that the digital piano
offers a larger, more powerful sound engine, with a wider variety of features and a more complete instrument. the

steinway digital piano & synthesizer is the best all-around and most versatile digital piano yet created. it comes
with a large, powerful, air-damped sound engine, with over 32-voices of polyphony. in addition, it has a host of

advanced features, such as: high-quality, ergonomically designed, fully featured keyboard true-tempo and
adjustable midi performance three different styles of play: full fat, classic and romantic. recording and playback
via usb flash drive stereo headphone output 24-bit/192khz sampling rate dual simultaneous stereo output, with
separate headphone outs dual midi output, with d-control (6.3mm pitch wheel) silent playing mode true tempo-
synchronized performance fully-integrated controls advanced electronics, including on-board eq and compressor

pricing and availability: eur 999 (us$ 1,400) 5ec8ef588b
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